In computer vision, image segmentation is a process of dividing image to get several segments of image. Image segmentation aim to divide image into simple section that meaningful and easy to analyze. Image segmentation regularly use to locate boundary of object in image, so object in image can analyzed. Object area boundary recognized from edge of object, and the edge of object in the image can be recognized from high discoloration. Superpixel is one of popular image segmentation methods. Superpixel has commonly partitioning image into simply part and reduce computation in various computer vision task. On the other side cosine similarity is a method used to analyze the similarity of two objects based on its features. This paper proposed an image segmentation using Superpixel and the sine similarity. Superpixel used to process segmentation and partitioning image into mere parts. Each segment labeled and process to compare with each neighbor using the cosine similarity. The experiment result shows that cosine similarity can be used to recognize similar segment from superpixel segmentation and make the boundary of object more significant.
I. INTRODUCTION
In computer vision, image segmentation is a process of dividing image to get several segments of image. Image segmentation aims to get simple section of image that is easy to analyze. There are several algorithms to do image segmentation. From the majority of practical, image segmentation can be categorized into supervised and unsupervised image segmentation. Supervised image segmentation mean segmentation processed based on datasets that have used for previous training process, while unsupervised image segmentation no need training process. From image data, image segmentation can categorize into color image and grayscale image oriented. Grayscale image oriented is used to reduce the computation process and make segmentation run faster. Image in computer vision is a kind of data stored in a matrix called pixels, and each element store value of color of each dot pixel in image. Therefore, segmentation in computer vision aims to automatically label the pixels of an image having specific common characteristics. Based on segmentation results, it becomes possible to get regions of interest or object in an image.
Despite recent of supervised image segmentation is used to obtain great result of area identification, such as Q-shift Dual-Tree Complex Wavelet Transform coefficient combined with color component to do a segmentation process based on texture [1] and RACE-Net successfully used to process biomedical data segmentation [2] , unsupervised image segmentation have to challenge in a promising research direction. This is related to how the human eye works to do image segmentation in an unsupervised way, on the other unsupervised image segmentation no need to have a vast variety of labeled sample dataset. Cause of that unsupervised image segmentation is more efficient than supervised image segmentation [3] .
Image segmentation is an essential step in numerous imaging studies, for example in medical imaging studies or for the object recognition process. There is no a lot of dataset in medical imaging studies thus unsupervised image segmentation best implemented, like Local Center of Mass image segmentation [4] and Spherical K-Means [5] . Majority of medical image is a grayscale image because the medical sensor is X-Ray sensor that use to capture a picture of the patient's body that needs to be analyzed for example bone. Grayscale image segmentation in the medical image can be used to detect brain tumor [6] using Support Vector Machine [7] . In addition to the medical imaging studies, image segmentation is also used in various science.
Unsupervised image segmentation has used in various research, and many of them use a clustering method to do so. K-Means and C-Means algorithm is easy to implement in unsupervised image segmentation [8] . Fuzzy is also clustering algorithm which can be applied in image segmentation method [9, 10] . Grayscale image segmentation has continues to research and use in various with a combination of the algorithm of the firefly and Gaussian Mixture [11] . Unsupervised color image segmentation technique extensively can be categorized into threshold-based method, edge-based method, clustering-based algorithm, region-based approaches, graph-based approaches and hybrid approaches. The color image segmentation simple method is separately first of channel Red, Green, and Blue, after that unsupervised clustering method can be implemented in each channel as grayscale image segmentation using threshold-based method [12] . The threshold-based method is easier to use and apply, a rigid threshold method can cause multiple points scattered in output, which reduces image segmentation result. The region-based method usually uses a set of pixels as the initial seed to grow into a larger and homogeneous image area. However, segmentation efficiency is very dependent on the choice of the initial seed [13] . The edge-based algorithm detects boundaries of the object in images based on the highest discoloration of gray level [14] . One common problem of the edge-based segmentation algorithm is there are some object or image with gradient color, and this case can lead to undersegmentation. Clustering technique based on color image segmentation is commonly involved with clustering algorithms like k-means or C-means. Clustering technique approach to analyzing pixels as data to be cluster and output of this technique will be clustered pixels in the image as segmentation area of the image [15] .
Superpixel segmentation is one of edge-based image segmentation algorithm. Superpixel has commonly used to reduce computation in image segmentation [16] . Superpixel does the segmentation by detecting the edge of a region in image. Region can be extracted from boundaries of edge detected by superpixel. Superpixel also can use in Freeviewpoint image synthesis [17] . Like clustering algorithm commonly, a region that will be detected by superpixel must be set before process. Common problem is image will be segmented in the same numbers as the number of regions set firstly, even though there is just two object in the image. Single object will be segmented in more than one region depending on gray level of the object area. Therefore, superpixel image segmentation requires further process to complete image segmentation for example superpixel combined with Convolutional Neural Network [18] or with Conditional Random Field [19] .
Cosine similarity is a clustering method that commonly used for document clustering. Cosine similarity can be used to detect similarities between two object with multi-dimensional feature such as a document that has a multi-dimensional feature obtained from each word contained in the document [20, 21] . Cosine similarity starts to be used for clustering in the digital image [22] . Cosine similarity can be used in image clustering with pixels as a feature to detect similarities image. This paper proposes an image segmentation algorithm using superpixel and cosine similarity. The process will start with superpixel to detect the edge of the object in the image. Edge of object will guide to regions from boundaries, and then each region labeled. Each region will process to detect similarity with other regions in the image. This process will create similarity matrix between one object to other. Threshold value will be set to decide two regions have similar or not. Cosine similarity detection selected and pixel frequency is used as a feature. Regions that has a high similarity value above the threshold will be labeled as one cluster.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Digital image
A digital image is numeric representation two-dimension image. Size of numeric representation is depends on image resolution. Numeric representation is commonly as a matrix, that have rows and column number same as resolution of image. Grayscale image is represented as two-dimensional matrix. Therefore color image is represented as three-dimensional matrix where each channel is represented for each layer of threedimensional matrix. There is a need to convert an analog image into digital because of ease in storing and processing it using a computer, called digitalization. Two steps of digitalization is sampling and intensity digitalization. Sampling is treated to get a resolution of the digital image from the continuous image, for example, an image having a size of 10cm in width and 20cm in height will be digitalization in 200 x 400 resolution so each pixel in digital image can represent every 0.1 cm in width and 0.1 cm in height. The intensity of each pixel get from the average value of intensity in those 0.1cm x 0.1cm regions called intensity digitalization.
Image data is enormous, it needs to be stored in a particular format, so that it can be retrieved and process with ease. There are some image format to save in computer out of which bitmap (BMP) format is the most commonly used format [23] . The color image is represented using three dimension matrix and has three coordinate system such as RGB, YIQ, UVW, U*V*W*, etc. beside bitmap format still has another form used to store and display it such as gif, tiff, pix, jpeg. Digital image processing has become an essential tool in the application as follows: satellite, medical, industrial, and robotics.
B. Image Segmentation
Many kinds of digital image format can be used to image segmentation processes such as grayscale image or colored image. Image segmentation is a process to labeled pixel into a group of region in Fig 1. Labeled pixel commonly have similar characteristic and can identify as one region. Segmentation output image is usually represented as colored image that has one color for each region selected as one segment. Each color of an image segmentation output is represented of one segment. Image segmentation specifically used to locate object and boundaries in image [24] . The result of image segmentation is a set of segments that collectively cover the entire image, see Fig.1 . Or a set of contours extracted from the image as the result of edge detection. Each pixel in one region as one segment are similar with related to some characteristic or computed property such as color, intensity, or texture. In some of the digital imaging study, image segmentation can use to build 3D reconstruction with the help of an interpolation algorithm. Some application is use image segmentation in steps, such as content-based image retrieval, computer vision, medical imaging, object detection, recognition task, traffic control system, and video surveillance. Several general-purpose algorithm and technique have developed for image segmentation and combined to be useful with a specific domain.
Threshold-image segmentation method is the most basic image segmentation task. This method based on a clip-level (or threshold value) to get the binary image from gray-image. The key of this method is the selected threshold value (or values when multiple levels is selected). Several popular method is otsu's method (maximum variance) and k-means clustering. Recently, methods have developed for thresholding-computed tomography (CT) images. The key data is different from otsu's method, because the threshold is derived from the radiographs instead of the (reconstructed) image [25, 26] .
Clustering method is one method of image segmentation that use the value of K-cluster to identify segment number of image. Basic of clustering method image segmentation is pick K-cluster for the goal of segment number. Assign each pixel in image to the cluster that minimized the distance between the pixel and cluster. The distance of the pixel and cluster can be calculated using each distance algorithm such as Euclidean distance with the formula as follow:
Where p and q represent pixel and cluster, and as feature of a pixel and cluster. Next process of clustering method segmentation is, Re-compute the cluster and averaging all pixel in the cluster until convergence attained.
Beside Euclidean distance, there is some of the distance measurement can be used in a multi-dimensional feature called cosine similarity distance with the formula as follow: 
Where and are components of vector A and B respectively. The resulting similarity ranges from −1 meaning exactly different, to 1 meaning exactly the same, with 0 indicating orthogonality or decorrelation, while in-between values indicate intermediate similarity or dissimilarity. In the case of information retrieval, the cosine similarity of two documents will range from 0 to 1, since the term frequencies (TF-IDF weights) cannot be negative. The angle between two term frequency vectors cannot be greater than 90° [27] . For text matching, the attribute vectors A and B are usually the term frequency vectors of the documents. Cosine similarity can see as a method of normalizing document length during comparison. This paper, cosine similarity used in digital image processing, therefore vector A and B are pixel frequency of region selected by superpixel segmentation. Basically this paper use cosine similarity to detect similar regions are selected with superpixel segmentation as one region big, with assumption is each object have similar characteristic of pixel in digital image.
C. Superpixel segmentation
Superpixel segmentation is some of clustering method image segmentation. Using K-cluster set firstly, superpixel will detect boundaries of the region as seen in Fig 2. Superpixel detects edge and labeled area with boundaries. Fig. 2 is superpixel segmentation with 500 cluster set. There is one big car object that scatters in many regions, thus happened because superpixel segmentation is set to clustering image in 500 clusters. There are many kinds of superpixel algorithm, such as normalized cuts [28] , was initially the purpose in 2000 [29] , graph-based approach [30] , a quick shift that can be categorized as gradient ascent method and is a mode -seeking algorithm [31] . Turbopixels [32] , Simple Linear Iterative Clustering (SLIC) [33] , Compact Superpixels and Constant Intensity Superpixels both approaches defined on grayscale image [34] . Another method of superpixel algorithm are Entropy Rate Superpixel [35] , Superpixels via pseudo-Boolean optimization [36] , Superpixels extracted via Energy-Driven Sampling [37] , Topology Preserved Superpixels [38] , and Contour Relaxed Superpixels [39] . This paper use SLIC method for Superpixel segmentation, this algorithm is often used as a baseline and particularly interesting because of its simplicity. SLIC implements a local K-means clustering to generate a superpixel segmentation with K superpixel. Therefore, SLIC can be categorized as gradient accent method. Fig. 3 . Proposed Algorithm This paper use colored image as input, and Flowchart of the purposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 . Input color image is firstly processed. The color image is in Red Green Blue color space, then do superpixel image segmentation, and labeled each area selected. This paper use SLIC superpixel image segmentation because SLIC is easy to implements, and there is a ready function in some programming tools. Despite its simplicity, SLIC patch to boundaries as well as or better than previous methods. At the same time, it is faster and more memory efficient, better segmentation performance, and is straightforward to extend to superpixel generation [40] . The output of the superpixel segmentation process is marked region with an edge that covered an image. Marked edge data is binary data image, that edge is represented as white color or 1 (one/true). With binary edge, image data area can get from the whole image, and do segment save to next process.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
For each segment from superpixel compared to all of another section in the image, and generated confusion matrix of similarity between each region. The similarity is calculated using cosine similarity with Pixel Frequency as a feature for each segment. Pixel Frequency of each segment processed in a selected number of the highest frequency of gray-level color, so not all of gray-level will be used as a feature. Pixel frequency is chosen because the size of each segment is different, but graylevel in each segment is constant from zero to 255. Using cosine similarity will obtain a similarity value about 0 to 1. Zero value if regions compared are different, and one if they have similarity. The image is in RGB space color, so before doing cosine similarity each channel must be extracted as two-dimensional data. For each channel will be calculated of its cosine similarity, and cosine value of segment-compared get from an average of three channel and save to confusion matrix of similarity.
By using threshold value regions with the highest similarity, more than threshold will be clustered as one cluster. Output of this process is segmented image having the biggest area segment compared to the superpixel segmentation process only.
IV. CONCLUSION
Topic of this paper focused on image segmentation process using SLIC Superpixel algorithm combine with cosine similarity as post processing. It is necessary to have a methodology to do segmentation in image processing unsupervised for effectively and efficiency, because supervised image segmentation no need big dataset to train. This paper present new approach to optimization technique for unsupervised image segmentation. The proposed algorithm, which inspired by unsupervised image segmentation using superpixel with Simple Linear Iterative Clustering generates segment in number of K-Cluster, combine with multidimensional of similarity measurement using cosine similarity. This algorithm can do unsupervised image segmentation in colored image and grouping some similar segment, cause area of segment is bigger than superpixel segment. Bigger area mean that an object will detected as one segment.
